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numerous, but they are scarce compared to As we turn a corner we see where the head
A COSTLY STEW.
the number with us in June and October. of a great Hidalgo was pinned out of re
A t Marfll we changed to tram-cars venge, for through strategem and daring
Sportsmen Wito Wont Onnning to
H E morning of the 15th of Februrary
H«tp Out the Bill of Pare.
was delightful in this south sunset which were drawn by two span of mules bravery he captured it aad with it he
Afterwards ia
land. As I went forth I could but which did make the oars hum as they pul took many prisoners.
Ther® is a story told around the stove
Imagine how the winds are blowing led them along a tortuous stream up grade another city he was shot and the enemy
sharpest cold through the valleys and for five miles. There Is soarcely room cut his head from the body and brought in th® office of a certain Phillips lawyer
over the hills of New England, while here enough for the brook and the road, the it to Guanajuato and fixed it to the old which is altogether too good to confine to
it is summer warmth. The yellow butter steep hills crowd In ao close together. castle wall where it was kept till Hidalgo’s the coterie who drop in there for an oc
casional whiff of nicotine.
fly was dodging about to find its honey Soon we begin to come within tho limits cause was a success.
The lawyer owns a cottage on the shore
The castle at present is used for a school
cupped in the many blossoms spotting the of Guanajuato. The houses seem to hang,
from the cliffs, tier upon tier; most of them and for a prison. In the first I saw 100 of Long Pond and when business is not
fields.
A t eight o’clock we left Silao for the made of adobe brick and others of varie boys who were studying aloud arithmetic; over-pressing slips away for a few day’s
quaint old town of Guanajuato. For eight gated stone quarried near by; these are they were from 12 to 16 £ears of age, being rest and sporting.
On one trip this season he took a Mas
miles the way was across far reaching beautiful and show off at the best advan a mixture of Indian and Spanish blood.
ranches; some of them were Trailed and tage, sprinkled in among the dull clay Their studies consisted of common branch sachusetts friend along. Fish did not
wired and others fenceless.
In places buildings. As 1 bring the glass to bear es. The teachers were very polite but come their way so fast that they! had any
mowings were waving green with alfalfa, upon their balconies, they are seen to be persisted in doing nothing except talk difficulty in dodging them. Bread was
or fields were set thick with stooks of corn, adorned with brightest flowers and gilded about the pupils and how much they were getting rather stale and canned goods
Of course there was no palled on their taste.
proving that the soil is rich. Away off in awnings. What climbs must be required able to do.
“ What do you say to a chicken stew?”
the distance lofty mountains were appar to reach those homes! They must be bolt whispering in this school for there was no
ently topped with hughest fortifications as ed in some Instances to ragged rocks or room for it, loud talking consumed all the said Harry. “ Dave Durrell’s got some
though designed for giant warriors to de when the rains descend and the winds time. In the prison part we found 400 in good one3.”
“ Just the thing,” assented Walter, and
blow, they would slide into the depths be mates, most of them really pitiable ob
fend the country.
A t the stations the natives were out en- low. I am reminded of the buildings on jects. Many were unable to read and off they started.
After the fashion of campers they carried
mass evidently expecting to see the extra the almost perpendicular sides of St. E l write and had been brought up to steal
ordinary. The men were attired in cetton mo, Naples. Still the Occident outdoes and to murder, and, therefore why should a shot gun. [Excuse my mentioning the
they not do as they had been trained to shot gun, but it comes into the story with
or leather trousers and wrapped about the Orient.
As we ride on, the valley is kept oonfln- do. A large number of these were in both barrels later on].
with gay dyed shawls. Their hats made
Arriving at Durrell’s they bargained foy
the cbiefest display with the high pointed ed; Mexicans are in the brook, which has carcerated for murder. Their cells were
crown and broad scrolled brim adorned been nearly exhausted of its water by wretched holes filled with stifled air. The a certain fat young pullet for which they
wl8h gilded trimming*. The sombrero is thirsty mortals and evaporations, making poor fellows can stay here and die but I agreed to pay a quarter. Durrell was
made of straw or felt. It costs all the adobe brick or washing out silver from the should say it would be next to Impossibility about to gat an axe and behead the biped
when Harry stopped him,
way from $.50 to $100. The hat is likely to mud: the streets are crowded with men, for them to become reformed.
“ If it’s all the sam® to you,” said he,
measure the man and give hia standing in women, and children sitting on little mats
As already implied this city is indebted
society. The women have on flowing with goods spread out for sale. Some of to its mining ^interests for its origin and “ I ’ll pick her off as though she were a
shawls over their heads, falling to their the houses rise up three and four stories growth. It is more than three centuries partridge. ”
“ Blaze away,” answered Durrell.
skirts which were full and made of cotton as perhaps nowhere else in all Mexico. since it took its rise, whioh happened in
Th® new theatre and some of the churches this way. Some prisoners broke out of
Harry fired and snipped the bird’s head
reflecting all the colors of the rainbow.
Herds of cattle and horses, and flocks of are grand structures. The peoplehere are the castle which had bee* built long be off in true sportsman fashion.
“ On second thought I guess we’d better
white goats were seen roaming the fields, wont to attead church in the morning of fore there was any city, by the Aztecs.
accompanied by the cowboys on horses Sunday and all haads go to the theatre, They secreted themselves along the have one more,” he added, passing the
“ Your turn
who are wonderfully expert ridsrs. Those or the cock fight in the afternoon; so wor mountains and built up fires by which to gua to his companion.
ln charge of fenced fields hare an easy time ship and play are nearly synonymous cook, and they chanced to discover on the now.”
Walter singled out a plump-looking
for the most part. Their duty oonsists in terms here.
rocks after the fire cooled down white
exploring daily the fences to see if they are
This is a city of 60,000 inhabitants and metal which they recognized as silver. A t bird and let go the other barrel. Follow
right and keep the stock from feeding the very influential because of it’s wealth length they revealed the fact to state au ing the report the rising smoke disclosed
grain fields. But the boy following the which results from its miaiag interests thorities on condition that they should rather less than an -acre of dead birds
animals wandering at large must be on and which really support the town. The be set free and allowed to work a portion flopping about on the ground. Unnoticed
the alert day and night So keep his crea mountains are said to be full of silver and themselves; by which means they became by them all a few little clumps of bushes
had screened about half the flock. The
tures from straying away. Wherever night some of the mines have been worked for immensely rich.
overtakes him he herds his animals as best hundreds of years. The miners usually
From the top of the castle we look once shot landed plump in] the middle. When
he can and as they lie down, he dismounts spend twelve hours a day under ground, more upon the quaintest city in many they counted up the slain there were:—
letting his horse loose which is sure not to taking them three hours to enter hazardous respects in tbe wide world; perhaps
2 hens.
3 pullets.
wander astray, because of his attachment ways and the same number to come out, Muscat in Arabia comes next to it. The
3 small chickens.
to his master, and so under the glistening giving them six hours for work or digging name of Guanajuato, signifying kill of
of the same stars which kept watch over out silver. The ore is taken to the city frogs, has been written out in letters of *
Total, 7 fowls.
the shepherds of Bethlehem and under the and the stone containing it, is crushed silver; may it soon be written in letters of
Walter’s 7 plus H arry’s 1 equal 8.
same radiance of the moon which scarfed first by human hands and then put into Christianity, and then its squalor, poverty
8 fowls at 25c apiece equal $2.00.
Bethpeor’s height where the great Law vats and ground down fine by using mule and highest death rate on the continent,
Therefore, one chicken stew costs $2.00.
giver laid down hia armour and fell asleep. power, as in the old fashion cider mill, the amphitheatre of the bull ring just
The little children that look up to us or causing very heavy stones to be dragged below u%, will be removed and beauty of
Avon.
huddle about us as we step from the car over the smaller to pulverize and grind character will be more precious than opals
N. H. Haines and son, Vance, spent
are pretty, having dark eyes and pleasant them down fine, which ia a most tedious or silver.
Yours truly,
Thanksgiving with his wife at Alfred
faces. Why should they not be Interesting process; and then fine stone is put into a
S. H. M cC o l l h s t e r .
Morton’s.
for God made them.
Marlboro, N. H. Nov. 23, 1896.
tremendous vat, or court and watered so
Frank Walker’s family have gone to
The ranches here belong to plantations as to make lt like paste, being two feet
stop awhile with Mr. W ’s sister, Mrs.
Rangeley Lake House.
and are of great valuo. Oxen, carts and deep: more or leas quicksilver is put into
The masons have flnisned plastering. Charles Hoar.
plows are busy in the fields. Implements' this preparation and for days 20 Indians
Little Blanche Dickey spent Thanks
In use are the same in kind they were 300 and as many mules aro forced to tread They will put on the skim coat in a few
years ago. Many of the cart wheels are and wallow through this mass, to sepa days and then Mr. Haley’s men will re giving with her grandma Hillgrove.
School closes this week in the Dickey
made af heavy plank and the plows are of rate the silrer from the dross. Oh! I sume work and put on the final touches.
A.
J. Haley, the contractor for builddistrict.
wood and at best can only root ground. could but pity the poor creatures compel
B. G. Dickey has built a camp on the
The carting on the road is done by three led to such drugery! What slavery there ing the addition to the Rangeley Lake
°r four mules harnessed abreast. It is is in this world and how few as yet try to House, took the entire work from the soil side of Mt. Blue preparing to go log
up. He is to turn the new part over to gingsurprising what loads these light animals remove it.
R. L. Hillgrove saw a deer in the field
'•vill handle; the largest will not weigh
There is a large silver mint here which the Hotel Company all ready for furnish right back of his house one morning last
week.
_______ __
ffiore than 800 pounds.
turns out silver coins by the millions. ing.
Leonard Morrison and Frank Ames
A Distinction.
Some of the unthreshed grain is stored Coming out of this place of money-making
from Farmington, were in town Monday’
to the tops of trees to keep it safe from one is prepared to admit the truthfulness
“ What will it cost,” asked young
Alton Wright and Charlie Berrv visit
foe animals, and as it is threshed the of the saying that “ Mexico has a back Cholly s father, “ to give my boy an educa ed in Weld, Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Lakin is at work in the
straw is put into large stacks which stand bone of silver and ribs of gold.”
tion?” “ The Lord only knows,” replied
family of Wallace Grover.
foick in places.
From the mint we mount to the castle the professor, eyeing the youth thought
Y an Ranger and two children, and
Now the spice and [eucalyptus trees are whose walls are hoary and crowded with fully, “ but you can put him through Ernest Churchill, from Weld, visited
becoming plentiful and the birds are more bloody history. It is massive and lofty. college for about $2000.” — Chicago Tribune. Oliver Goding over Sunday.
Prom Silao to Gnaflajaato,

M exico.
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Phillips Locals.

A very interesting service was held at
the Union church on Sunday evening by
The “ head” of water on the pipes in the the Young Men’s Club. The program
lower village is 172 feet. The highwater consisted of responsive reading, prayer,
mark at the reservoir is ten feet less or and singing, and included a prettily ren
162 feet. This is owing to the “ hydraulic dered solo by Mrs. Cony Allen, and a duet
level,” being a line from the reservoir to by the Misses Lena and Cora Kelley.
Mt. Blue pond, instead of the actual level The exercises were commemorative of the
of the reservoir.
Pilgrim Fathers, and although the flute
Chas. McNeal, of Portland, proprietor of Mr. Walter Sawyer, the cornet of Mr.
of McNeal’s Black F ly and Mosquito Kelley and Don Harden’s violin would not
have found entrance into a Plymouth
Preparation, was in town Saturday.
The Village Corporation, through their church, their music was much appreciated
assessors and engineers, accepted the by the large audience Sunday night.
water works from the contractors, Phillips has long counted Rev. Mr. Not
Thursday, Thanksgiving Day. An ap tage, the popular pastor of the Methodist
church and the friend of everyone, among
propriate day for the transaction.
her most patriotic citizens. His love of
Miss Edith Church, who has been
our country and its institutions is well
seriously ill at Mrs. Frank W ilbur’s for a
known, and in the Rev. Mr. DeMott we
number of weeks, has recovered so far as
are fortunate to possess another minister
to be able to ride out.
of the same stamp. His short and able
Rev. Mr. Nottage and Mrs Nottage address on Our Forefathers was filled
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. with stirring allusions to the debt that
Saunders on Thanksgiving Day.
we owe to them, and lifting the folds of
The Young Men’s Club have placed in “Old Glory,” with which the reading
the Union church a fine new organ, which desk was drapedphe spoke so eloquently
will be replaced by a piano at the begin of all that its stars and stripes mean to
ning of the new year.
the American people, that on any other
The Baptist Ladies’ Union met with night the building would have resounded
Mrs. James Toothaker on Tuesday even with cheers.
ing of this week.
Mrs. Benjamin Wilbur died at the resi
Mr. Rand Harden and Mr. and Mrs. dence of her son, Hon. Joel Wilbur, in
Cony Allen ate Thanksgiving dinner with Avon, Sunday morning, Nov.> 15, at the
advanced age of 91 years and six months.
Mr. M. W. Harden.
The services were held at the house, Rev.
Miss Mertie Pratt is teaching in the Mr. Nottage officiating.
balden district.
N. S. Hawkes is visiting his sister,
The family of Mr. F. E. Timberlake Mrs. W. W. Quimby. His home is now
went to Livermore to eat Thanksgiving in Cornish, where he is doing photograph
turkey with his parents.
work.
Elliott C. Dill, of the Lewiston Jour
Hescock & Atwood, of the Phillips
nal, visited his parents the last of the woolen mill are rushing on a fine wool
week, remaining over Sunday.
yarn, the best they make. It nets 60
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Haley and little cents per pound in Boston.
Dorris and Mr. W. B. Smith drove out
Mr. Hescock, of the woolen mill runs
from Rangeley, Thursday.
the spinning machine, when a yarn
In a pleasant letter recently received breaks he picks up the ends and by an
from Mrs. Albert Worthley, of Arkansas jmperceptable movement of thumb and
City, Kansas, she writes that they are finger unites them. He says a green
having the nicest weather, warm enough hand cannot learn to do it in a week.
to make a fire unnecessary, there having
Messrs. Austin. Cragin, Byron, Phillips
been only one slight frost this fall. Mr.
and Brackett, went up to S. G. Haley’s
Worthley is travelling for a firm in the
Wild Rose Cottage, on Sandy River
city and it agrees with him for he is
Ponds Saturday, for a few days. They,
growing stout. Miss Edna is teaching
saw no large game.
Latin in the High school at home which
The spool-mill whistle sounded for the
enables her to be with her parents much
to their satisfaction and Mrs. Worthley first time Friday.
Mr, Arthur Beedy has moved into the
further adds that: “ We are always glad
to see the mail carrier Monday morning, Shepard house which he purchased some
as we are sure to get your paper, and time ago. Fremont Vining will occupy
know how all our friends away in the the rent Vacated by Mr. Beedy.
east are.”
Alonzo Corbett, better known around
Mr. and Mrs. John Wheeler, of Rum town as crazy Corbett, is canvassing the
ford Falls, arrived in Phillips, Wednesday village for a,' book which he claims con
tains the lives of Cheney Parker, Fre
evening for a short visit.
Miss Martha May, who has taught the mont Scamman, W ill Butler and several
Intermediate school for the past ten other Phillips men.
Several Jersey heifers belonging to
weeks, resigned her position last week to
accept one at WaVren, nin miles from her George French and Charles Hoar have
home in Rockland. Miss May’s departure run wild, and all attempts to capture
will be regretted by those who have had them have proved in vain so far.
the pleasure of her acquaintance.
It is rumored that Mr. Millard Towle,
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood has been confined who was engineer formerly on the S. R.
to the house for a week with a severe R. R., will run the engines at Austin &
attack of neuralgia. Miss Cherry Bangs Co’s new mill.
acted as librarian in her absence.
Mr. Alonzo Pease, of Avon, is deliver
Mr. Fred Ross is able to be about the ing a large amount of first class dryhouse, but his brother, Charles, remains wood around town. Mr. Pease has a
shed which holds 150 cords, and seasons
dangerously ill The platform at the Union church has his wood all under cover.
S chool N o t e s . — P h il l ip s .
been raised one step and also made
Schools with the exception of the Inter
broader.
mediate, commenced Monday after a three
Mrs. Raymond Ross is quite ill.
day’s vacation.
The Ladies’ Social Union is busily en
Arno Pratt and Prescott Lowell, class
gaged in preparations! for their fair,
of ’99, who were absent from the fall term,
which will be held about the middle of
have returned to school.
December.
It is expected that the school house will
Mrs. Will True is among the invalids.
be supplied with Mt. Blue water. The
Col. E. M. Robinson and his grand reason for this presumption is, that a
daughter, Miss Faye, went to Portland. crew of Italians are digging a ditch from
Miss Faye returned as far as Livermore the pipe on School street, to the building.
on Monday, where she was met by her
The officers of the Philomean society
mother for a short visit with friends in that were mentioned last week as being
that town.
nominated, were elected Monday.

The teachers in the High, Grammar,
and Primary departments remain the
same as last term. Miss May has re
signed in the Intermediate, and the va
cancy has not yet been filled.
The next meeting of the Philomean so
ciety will occur Dec. 7. Instead of har
ing the school as a whole take part, the
exercises will be confined to one class for
each meeting. The Sub-Junior class will
occupy the floor at the next.
Mr. F. Bert Peabody assists in the
High and Grammar schools. He is also
taking two studies in the High, besides
doing the janitor work in the building.
Prof. Austin and Miss, Dennison have
been busily engaged the past few days
in correcting the written tests.
The High and Grammar schools will
unite for the morning exercises.
The
programme is as follows:
Monday
morning, Biography of English authors;
Tuesday, quotations from those authors;
Wednesday, current events; Thursday,
nature study; Friday, arithmetic.
A large picture of McKinley has been
placed in the Primary room.
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finite the Thing
For a Man’s Faca

The Best Treatment for the F ace Is

Ellis' Lotion
A 6 oz. Bottle for 50 Cents.
This Lotion will positively cure all
blemishes.

faofal

Blackheads,
Pimples,
or Blotches,
Of every description, rendering the skin soft

K E E P IN G V IG IL.
The Constant Watching of Spawning Beds
Conduciye to Better Fishing.

and the complexion clear.
Has no equal for

E czem a,

There are, doubtless, many people in
H ives
the State of Maine, who, through
and Itching P iles
prejudice or otherwise, are not in favor of
the appropriation made by the State for And kindred troubles, eheeldng irritation at
the protection of fish and game. The
once and soon effecting a permanent cure.
majority of them are people who are un
C
h apped Hands
acquainted with the facts, who do not
realize the large amount of money left in the
D andruff
State to be distributed among its in
habitants, and others think it is mere and S c a lp D isea ses
ly a political' pull to extract from the
Yield easily after -a few applications of this
State treasury that which has been paid
lotion.
by-poor people in the way of taxes, while
the State gets nothing in return.
But if these classes of people would in
vestigate the facts, read the statistics for
the month of October in regard to the
a m o u n t of game shot in the sporting re
gions of Maine, they could plainly see Read this T estim onials
that for every dollar expended for fish
A P h y s ic ia n ’s R e c o m m e n d a tio n ,
and game protection by the State at
least five comes back in return. This is Mr. N a t t E l l i s .P h i l l i p s , Me.. April 25, 1868.
put in circulation.
Many people are
Rangeley. Me..
D e a r S i r :— I have used Ellis’ Lotion in »
benefited by this state of affairs.
case of.Barber’s itch and think it the best ol
The people who depend upon the sports anything I ever used for the purpose. I per.
know of its giving excellent satisfac*
men for a livelihood are numbered among sonally
tion in cases o f sunburn, hives and pimples.
the hundreds.
Yours truly.
E. B. C u r r i e r , m . d ,
Let those who think the job of the
commissioners an easy one, or that the Lots of Others Ju st as Cood.
wardens
appointed by them feast For further particulars or circulars address,
from the lockers of .the State treasurer,
follow Game WardeniHuntoon on some of
his mid-night rampages,
and after
S o le M a n u f a c t u r e r ,
wading brooks, traveling through woods
gVSaine.
with the
underbrush up
to
his Rangeley,
hips, he would come back a much wiser
man.
R T P A -N -S
The commissioners can well feel prouu
of the protection fish have received since the
l£
law went on this fall. Mr. Huntoon has
uj
placed watches on the various streams and
The modern standJ
brooks in this region.
BJ
ard Family MediOn Kennebago stream where so many
C£
trout could be seen, Warden Huntoon,
cine: Cures the j
through the commissioners, placed Chas.
W
B. Calden as watcher. Mr. Calden had a
BJ
common every-day
distance of about eight miles to cover
>
every day. Had a chance been left open,
ills of humanity.
a man who had understood it, could have
got a barrel of fish in two hours. Under
LU
the existing circumstances it was a wise
i
Z
move on the part of the commission in
o
placing a man on the above named stream
and they were also lucky in securing the
services of Mr. Calden.
A part of the time Jacob Haley d#
patrol duty.
During the two months that Mr. Cal
den was on the stream he had to do his
own cooking. His shelter was a log camp
and one can imagine it was no “ pudding”
watching the spawning fish on Kenne
bago Stream.

Delightfully Soothing after
Shave.

M A TT

E L L IS ,
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ob Printii)
NEATLY EXECUTED.

R ip an s T ab u les cure con stip ation .

This O F F I C E .

RANGELEY LAKES.

Cosj Corner.
M rs. Harry P. Dill, E ditress.

Whea Polly Ployed for Danciii*.
W hen Polly played for dancing her slender
fingers flew
Across the flashing ivory keys as if they wink
ed at you.
The music bubbled under th« magic of her
hand
A s if the very notes were mad to join the fes
tive band.
W hen Polly struck the measure of a twostep or of waltz,
The oldest there grew young again and laugh
ed at Tim e’s assaults;
W hile lovely Sw eet and Twenty, and happy
Sw eet Sixteen,
W ent floating light as thistle-down the merry
staves between.
W hen Polly played the lancers you should
have seen us bow,
And weave the figures out and in. W ould we
were dancing now,
W ith Polly playing bravely, and all the old set
there,
Till w ho’d believe ’twas midnight hy the clock
upon the stair.
Then Polly played as gaily as the youngest
heart can feel,
And lad and lass, we danced amain the biithe
Virginia reel,
If Cupid sped his arrows, be sure his aim was
true,
W hen Polly played for dancing, and the hours
fairly flew.

—Margaret E. ■Songster, in Harper's Weekly.

Tho Staff of Life-

Since the day when it was decreed that
from henceforth “ man should eat bread in
the swear of his brow,” until the present
time there has never been a more absorb
ing question than this one of our daily
bread.
A complete history of this one article of
food would fill many volumes, and a study
of them could not fail to be Interesting
since we always like to know how people
live or have lived.
It was an observing old darky who re
marked that “ one half de world donno
how de odder half get him grub.” We
not only do not know how they get it, but
exceedingly queer “ grub” we should
think it when it was obtained.
It would seem almost a mockery to the
thrifty housekeeper as she surveys her
sweet, white loaves, to have a poor
peasant step in with his meager dinner,
and say, "th is is m y bread;” coarse, hard
and black, what can lt have in common
with the other, and yet thousands live by
eating it and know of nothing better.
Nation may war against nation, and
unless the conflict he near at hand the
world takes little interest, but let there
be somewhere a lack of bread, and how
quickly the ill news flies abroad. It seems
only yesterday that a cry from Russia
rang across the water, and ship after ship
sailed away from America laden with the
precious grain. To-day famine-stricken
India is calling and Russia responds to
her cry of distress.
It is hardly within the bounds of possi
bility that a day should ever come when
this broad and fertile country would need
assistance, but should it be so the helping
hand would be freely ours, for “ one touch
of Nature makes the whole world kin.”
Did it ever occur to you how numerous
are the people who never know the taste
of home-made bread?
Nothing but
baker’s bread from year’s end to year’s
end; but even the bakers are “ wise in
their day and generation.” In a distant
city a modest shop once boro this sign:
Boston Home Bakery. Boston in itself
was a word to conjui’e by, but taken m
connection with home it was irresistible.
Calling one day before tbe bread had
come in from the oven, I said that a loaf
of yesterday’s would do as well. “Oh. we

never have any left’over,” was the answer.
This was years ago and If the excellence
M the bread was maintained, and there is
anything in a name, that baker should be
h wealthy man to-day]':'
Of quite a different quality were the
loaves sold In a large French town. Big
six pound affairs, none too white to begin
with, so it may be imagined how they
would look after being carried in a sleigh
among dirty robes and horse blankets
with never a sign of covering, and the
driver smoking the strongest of native
tobacco.
A small boy bringing homo the family
loaf appeared to be all bread and no boy,
and later on when spring had come this
same boy, or another »3 like to him as
“ two peas in a pod,” was seen carrying a
huge shad whose tail dragged on the
ground quietly wiping up all the dust and
dirt, and this is not a fish story.
What an interest it would give to the
next Food Fair if it -were possible to
gather within its walls, specimens of all
the bread ever known to man. The cakes
made by Sarah for the guests who came
to her tent door, the bread of the Passover, still made and eaten by the Jews,
the prison fare of Paul, whose bread,
“Was such as captive’s tears
Have moistened many a thousand years.”
A ll these and many more would take
their places beside the finished products of
modern times. Nor would those famous
loaves taken from old Pompeii be for
gotten. Those for whom they were made
have been dust and ashes for centuries,
while the bread, an humble thing in itself,
becomes an object of respect because of
it’s history.
Indeed, bread, which has been well
called “ the staff of life,” deserves more
attention than is sometimes given to it,
and in another paper will be considered
some of the ways by which to attain that
variety which is the spice of life.

KB.

Baby’s Scrap-Book.
A L IC E C H I T T E N D E N .

I recently saw a scrap-book, the very
ideal of a baby's art gallery jiy reason of
the fact that it was suited to his limitations. It was formed of a dozen or more
leaves of white book muslin, each prettily
pinked, sewed together and bound with
pasteboard covers, the work of the home
artisan. The works of art which adorned
its pages were selected from the various
circulars and advertisements which had
resulted from a visit to a food show. The
pictures and trade-marks from the circu
lars were cut out and neatly pasted on
the pages, forming a startling and amus
ing variety. The highly colored trade
marks gave a mosaio effect that was ex
tremely pretty. Boots, shoes, bicycles,
spoons, bottles, spectacles, baby car
riages, every sort of advertisement pictures
of articles likely to be familiar to his baby
majesty, had been cut out and added to
the picture gallery. The outside of the
book was covered with Japanese cotton
crepe in blue and gilt, pasted on firmly,
and the whole tied shut with blue ribbons.
Suggestions for Christmas Gifts.
W R IT IN G D E SK SA C H E TS.

Dainty little sachets for the writing
desk are made of envelopes of rough paper
with ragged edges suitably decorated with
pen or brush. Sketch in India ink or
paint, a careless cluster of yellow daffydowndilly, or white poet’s narcissi, or
wild violets or daisies, or a single wild
rose with petals floating loose on the
breeze, or a group of buds, or butterflies
on the wing, or any suitable design. Fill
the envelope with a teaspoonful of sachet
powder laid between folds of cotton batt
ing and seal it up, tying it with two colors
of the narrowest width of picot-edged
ribbon. One color should be white and
the other either a dainty tint of leaf or
moss green, or some color suggested by
the painted design and harmonizing with
Denim for Embroidery.
Denim as a foundation for embroidery it. With an India ink sketch use any
has lost none of its popularity, and it is dainty tint of ribbon with white.
now made in such shades that to work on
Time for Roasting Meatsit is a pleasure. Denim is comparatively
Beef, ten to twelve minutes per pound
inexpensive, comes in different widths, in (rare).
plain tints, in artistic designs also in
Beef, fifteen to eighteen minutes per
checks and stripes. It not only bears pound (well done).
washing but is the better for it. It is
Chickens, three or four pounds, one to
admirably adapted for use as table-spreads two hours.
and sofa cushions. While multi-colored
Duck, forty-five to sixty minutes.
embroideries have lost none of their
Lamb, fifteen minutes per pound.
prestige, their effect is heightened by the
Mutton, eighteen minutes per pound
judicious introductions of black.
(well done).
The eastern weavers understand this
Pork, thirty minutes per pound.
law of contrast and harmony, and it fol
Turkey, twelve pounds, three hours to
lows that we almost never get an article three and a half.
of eastern manufacture, be it shawl, tapes
Veal, eighteen to twenty minutes per
try or rug, without its touch of black.
pound.
_____________
The following denim table cover was
The Plants.
recently seen. On the foundation of this
Get some soot from a chimney or stove
fabric in red was embroidered a conven
ient design of dogwood blossoms in black where wood is used for fuel, put it in an
“Asiatic Iioniton Lace” silk. The flowers old pitcher and pour hot water upon it.
were worked in long and short stitch, the When cool use it to water your plants
centers had French knots. The leaves every few days. When it is all used fill up
were also done in long and short stitch. the pitcher again with hot water. The
The connecting lines were feather stitched. effect upon roses that have almost hope
The softness and pliability of the “ Asiatic lessly deteriorated is wonderful, in pro
Honlton Lace” silk renders it very pleas ducing a rapid growth of thrifty shoots,
ant to work with. The finish of the table with large thick leaves and a great num
ber of richly tinted roses.
cover was coarse black lace.
Another table cover of cream colored
Although black is a marked favorite
denim had a dragon design in the corners.
Tho design was wrought out entirely in among autumn and winter gowns and
black, and then touched up with red and costumes, it is as a, rule in combination,
gold-colored silks. The black silk used or at least heightened on the bodice por
was the Asiatic rope silk, eouehed down tion by a gay stock collar, dpffs and gir
with red, yellow and green Asiatic filo, a dle of folded velvet, or a smaft yoke, vest
single thread of each being threaded into or short plastron of bright cer^e, yellow,
the needle at one time. And these threads green or a mixture of Tartan colors.
Don’t plan work for every minute of the
employed to do the. couching. The drag
on’s pinions were lightened with gold- forenoon; allow an hour or at least a halfcolored Asiatic twisted embroidery silk, hour for interruptions and “ snags” that
and his eyes were wrought with red and are sure to occur every day. Don’ t try
green, maknig a very dragonish-looking to do a week’s work in one day; you are
dragon.
certain of being ill or having the blues
When presenting a gentleman with a (another name for bodily fatigue) for
sofa cushion be sure the foundation is of several days afterward. Divide and sys
denim, which will not be spoiled by tobac tematize your work so that one day will
co, coal dust, or soap and water.
be as easy as the next; it can be done.
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A girl ‘should not marry, until she is
capable of understanding and fullfilling
the duties, of a true wife and thorough
housekeeper. No matter how old she
may be,, if she is not capable of managing
a house in every department of It, she is
not old enough to get married. When
she promises to take the position of wife
and homemaker, the man who holds her
promise has every right to suppose that she
knows herself competent to fulfill it. If
she proves to be incompetent or unwilling
he has good reason to consider himself
cheated. No matter how plain the home
may bo, if it is in accordance with the
husband's means and he finds it neatly
kept and tbe meals (no matter how sim
ple), served from shining dishes and clean
table linen, that husband will leave his
home with loving words and thoughts and
look ahead with eagerness to the time
when he can return.
Let a girl play the piano and acquire
every accomplishment within her power,
the more the better, for every one will
give that much more power to be used in
making a happy home. A t the same time,
if she cannot go into the kitchen, if necessay, and cheerfully prepare just as good a
meal as any one could with the same
material, and serve it neatly after it is
prepared, she would better defer her mar
riage until she learns. If girls would
thoroughly fit themselves for the position
of intelligent housekeepers before they
marry, there would be fewer discontent
ed, unhappy wives and more happy
homes,
A TASTEFUL

H A N D K E R C H I E F C A SE .

To find one’s handkerchief’s sadly muss
ed and untidy when travelling is so com
mon an experience of those who trust to
pretty sachet holders, that It is pleasant
to learn a safer way of carrying them.
Cut two squares of heavy cardboard
rather longer than a folded mouchoir.
Cover two of these with nile-green satin„
under which a heavily-scented layer of
cotton wadding has been placed, and two
with heavy embroidered sweet peas*
clover, or carnations (or any flower that
suggests sweet odors), without foliage.
When the tops and linings are overcast
take them to a shoemaker and have him
punch a row of holes across the backs,
through which run a row of nile-green
lacing ribbon. Pass a wider ribbon around
the whole and tie.
The Masculine Heart.

“ Talk about a man breaking his heart,”
said an old lady. “ Well, perhaps he does,
but it’s like a lobster breaking one of his
claws— another sprouts out at once and
grows in its place.— Roseleaf.
Tw o uses for eggs are not generally
known or appreciated. A fresh egg beaten
and thickened with sugar, freely eaten,
will relieve horseness, and the skin of a
boiled egg, wet and applied to a boil, will
draw out the soreness.
W ALNUT

CAKE.

2
eggs, % cup butter, 1 cup sugar, 1 cup
sweet milk, 1 teaspoon cream tartar, X
teaspoon soda, 1 cup walnuts 2 X cups
flour.
M rs. H illgrove.
Avon.
LEMON

filling .

One cup of sugar, one tablespoonful of
butter, one egg, the grated rind and juice
of one lemon. Cook together in a double
boiler until thick.
Miss D avis .
crowns.

Sift together one quart of sifted flour ,one
heaping teaspoonful of baking powder,
one tablespoonful of powdered sugar,
one-half teaspoonful of salt. Rub in one
large tablespoonful of butter. Beat one
egg, add to it one-half pint of sweet milk,
stir quickly into the dry ingredients, roll
half an inch thick, cut in three-inch
squires, turn the corners to the centre,
crowd close in a shallow pan and bake in
a hot oven.— M rs. G rayson in Farm ington
Chronicle.

RANGELEY LAKES.
R an geley Lakes

island into tho Gulf of St. Lawrence. One hours. We were blown & hundr d miles
“ Maria,” said the Squire, “ I thought.
hundred miles to the southwest lies Prince out of our way; the sea washed over us I— I will see Bradford to-morrow and see
Edward Island and fifty miles from there and carried away our deck load. When if he will give a little more time on it, for
Published every Thursday morning; by the
was the big Gulf of Canso We had not the gale had ended we found that the you know we have meet eaough on band
aUled over fifty miles from Entry island Mary Ann had sprung a leak. The pumps and if he will only wait a little longer we
ts
-a the wind dropped to a dead calm were manned and e soon found that she can save the old home.”
and a heavy swell of sea began to roll in was leaking fast.
Maria notioea a tear trickling down
HARRY P. DILL and ELLIOTT C. DILL.
from the southeast.
We must make fi ve hundred strokes an through the silvery board and knew that
In the Gulf of St. Lawrence the water is hour on the pump. We had a heavy swell something was troubling her husband.
Editors and Proprietor*,
very shoal and oft-times the sea rolls into and all day and all night We pumped but She changed the subject and turned to go
the gulf an hour before the wind gets the water increased. Our hearts grew about her household duties which claimed
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office there, and vessels are often driven into
sad. Was the Mary Ann to go to the her attention, for on the morrow Thanks
aa Second Class Matter.
the bay of Prince Edward Island, and bottom with her crew as had the other giving would be here and they had always
when the wind strikes with all its force nine, and not one of that little fleet to made the day what it was intended for in
S r o s O R I F T T O N P R IC E , 8 1 .0 0 P e r Y e a r the vessels are doomed to destruction on reach home and tell the sad tale! Such its truest sense.
the shifting sands at the south end of were our thoughts as we took our turn at
I n A d va n ce.
On the following morning, the Squire
the island. So it was in this case. As the pump. In the afternoon of the second went to his poultry yard, selected the
the wind died away our little fleet began day the wind began to breeze up from the best fowl in the flock, and, after killing
D e v o ted to th e I n te r e s t s o f th e W h o le
to drift apart and with a heavy sea we southeast. Three cheers were given by and dressing it, carried it to the kitchen
R a n g e le y L a k e s R e g io n .
were fast drifting into the bay. It was all on board. Mary Ann was headed for of the farm house.
now four o’clock in the afternoon, and St. Johns, N. B., where she arrived in
Here Maria,’’ said the Squire, “ is the
A D V E R T IS IN G R a te s R e a s o n a b le , a n d w ill
with a heavy heart we could see the gale and was hauled in along side of the wharf best one there is out there, and if I could
b e m a d e k n o w n o n a p p lic a t io n .
of wind on the water with the sea mount and delivered to L. Drake & Co.; twelve believe that John Parshley was alive, I
ains high, sweeping down on us; little did days since we sailed out past Entry think he would be here to-day, if only to
Address all communications to
we dream when we sailed out by Entry island.
stop a few minutes.”
Rangeley L akes, Rangeley, Maine island on that bright morning, that before
The news of the gale had been received
His wife’s.eyes moistened and in a mo
the sun should set in the western skies, before.our arrival and we had been given up ment she joined in the conversation with
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T hursday , Dec: 3,1896. that most of that little fleet would be as lost. When we went ashore the crowd her husband on the possibility of he being
hurried beneath the waters of the Gulf of that met us and took us by the hand and alive.
showed by their tears how they missed
It is pleasing to R a n g el ey L akes to re St. Lawrence.
He has possibly forgotten that he ever
ceive from the Keystone state such The sails on board each vessel were double loved ones that sleep at the bottom of the had a home and that his old father and
reefed
and
made
ready
for
the
on
coming
Gulf of St. Lawrence.
W . W ilcox .
words as these. “ Please send to my ad
mother would give him a warm and hearty
dress. I t ’s a dandy paper and I am only gale. Every man was at his post, and as
welcome, as if he had only been gone a
the gale howled through the rigging with Written for Rangeley L akes:
sorry I never saw it before.”
week,” replied the mother. Just then
the sails of each vessel hard trimmed to ^
Jack, the dog, began to bark, and Molly
THE SQUIRE S DREAM
The suggestion of R an g eley L akes the wind, to try and weather the south
ran to the window to see the cause of this
hat the law makers of the next legisla point of the island; there came the struggle
A Thanksgiving Storycommotion. A team had stopped at the
ture clean the slate of all fish and game for life. The wind screeched through our
end of the lane, a man was alighting from
laws, before enacting any' new ones, has sails and rigging; the sea washed over
L D ’S Q U IR E P A R S H LE Y w a s sitting a carriage. Running baok she informed
been extensively copied throughout the our decks. The Mary Ann rose on the
before the old-fashioned fireplace on her folks that they wero going to have
State. It may be the means of Improving waves and dashed the foam from her
the afternoon before Thanksgiving, company to dinner, as a man, a very
the future laws, even it does not get the. prow, as she plowed' her way through the
and Maria, Ills wife, was in the pan good looking man was coming up the
waters of the gulf.
old ones built over.
try kneading a batch of dough, previous to walk.
A mile ahead was the south point of the placing it over the wide mantle, that ran
The Squire and his wife rushed to the
The Belfast Republican Journal does
island, between us and the point were the width of the fireplace, to rise the fol door. The man looked, like a stranger
not like to have its thunder stolen with
four of our numbers struggling hard with lowing night.
was well-dressed1and had the bearing of one
out the courtesy of a single credit. We
the gale, but fate was against them; they
’Squire Parshley’s family consisted of who bad scon a good deal of the world.
are not surprised at that for the Journal
could not weather the point, no power on himself, first, last and all the time, his
He looked natural, but who was he and
has lots of excellent matter. R an geley
earth could save them. We looked on wife, Maria, a warm-hearted and af what did he want. The Squire’s wife
L akes sees extracts from its own columns
those vessels with a sad heart, our fectionate lady of 60 years, and their thought it was an officer to take posses
sometim.es with credits and sometimes
thoughts went up to Him who doeth all daughter, Molly, who had just turned.21. sion of the farm, but she did not dare to
without, yet it looks with pride on them
things well, asking that the Mary Ann While the family consisted of only three mention it to her husband. As he neared
all as having been thought worthy of use.
might weather the point and carry her persons, a casual observer would notice, the door the eyes of the supposed stranger
What it does kick on is to have a good
crew safe through the gale. We watched at the table
an extra
plate and filled with tears. His folks were dead and
local yarn and then have it stolen and
one after another strike the sands and chair, and no matter who was there this the old home had passed into other hands,
located in another part of the world.
crew and vessel were buried from our arrangement would be conspicuous by its were thoughts that ran through his mind.
Even if we get left we want this to get
sight in the shifting sands.
presence.
He v,miked up and rapped. The door was
the benefit of the advertising.
Our captain stood by the wheel, his
Tw o years after the marriage of ’Squire opened by Mrs. Parshley.
Nothing in recent years has so deeply watch in hand, “ If we can keep her on Parshley, a sou was born to the happy
“ Mother,” cried the long lost boy,
stirred up the entire population of this this course ten minutes we will weather couple.
“ Don’t you kuow me?”
State as has the turning down, by the the point,” said he. Each man counted
He was loved and cherished but at the
“ John,” came from the lips of both
Boston & Maine railroad, of Payson the minutes as the Mary Ann swept on age of 15 ran away from home.
The mother and father and the sister placed an
Tucker, general manager of 'the Maine past the sands, not over fifty feet from cause of his disappearance was a mystery
affectionate kiss upon his sunburned face.
Central. His name has become synony the hulls of our four compahions till a to both his parents, and the ’Squire had
“ ’Twas the happiest day I ever spent.”
mous with the road that for 22 years has shout rang out from our captain, “ We spent all his hard earnings and had even
said the squire, “ and if we didn’t offer up
been under his control and during which are saved.”
mortgaged his farm for the purpose of a thanksgiving, no one ever did.
time has been brought from the verge of
About half a mile astern, on our lee obtaining sufficient funds to continue the
The story was told of his wanderings by
bankruptcy to one of the best paying and quarter are the other five vessels and search.
But it was all in vain. The John, the mortgage paid, and the son
best managed roads in the country. He within ten minutes, after we had passed more he searched the wider grew the
now caring for his old parents, who had
was universally liked by all the men under the point they had struck, and like the space that separated son and his parental
thought him long ago dead.
him, from the highest to the lowest and others were fast being hurried in the home.
“ What did I tell you Maria?” said the
his removal will ba desplv felt along the sands. But twelve hours previous ten
The squire’s wife was nearly distracted, Squire the next morning. “I knew he
whole line.
vessels homeward hour d, sailed out past and the comforting words of her husband would come for I dreamed he would that
This move does not necessitate Mr. Entry island, with fifty-four souls on failed to soothe the now almost broken
afternoon.
Tucker’s retirement from railroad busi board. Only one vessel and nine persons heart.
ness. Doubtless before this he ha3 re remain; the rest were buried beneath the
On this particular afternoon, when
A Beawtiful Christm as Number.
ceived many offers and at much better shifting sands of the gulf. We were alone everybody was preparing for the Thanks
salary than he had been receiving on the in the fury of the gale. Black clouds were giving dinner, ’Squire Parshley sat in his
The Christmas number of the Boston Sun
Herald will be issued Sunday, Dec, 13. It
Maine Central.
thick over head, and the snow began to old arm chair. All was as silent as the day
will show newspaper enterprise at its best. It
fall. Our nearest harbor Gut of Canso, tomb, save now and then when Mrs. will be filled with exquisite illustrations in col
Written for Rangeley L akes:
and half-tone. There will be poems, music
fifty miles south. We put our craft under Parshley would give the dough a spat ors
and stories suited to the Christmas season, toA Sad Tale of the Sea.
close sail and trim her close on the wind. with her hands.
gether with all the news, and a multitude of
striking features. This issue will be worth
The spring of 1857, May 28. A t this The snow was falling fast, and night had
John, as the wandering boy was many times the price charged for it. Readers
me the writer is found on board the settled down over the scene as we ran christened, had been absent for 15 years, should place their orders with their newsdeal
schooner Mary Ann lying at anchor in down the coast of Cape Breton Island. years that seemed to have no end to the ers at once, as there will be an unprecedented
demand for this edition of the Boston Sunday
harbor Labarre on one of the Magdelen Wh$n off Cape Niger the wind blew a distracted parents, and as time passed by Herald.
islands. The Mary Ann was owned hy gale and the Mary Ann was hove to till the thought of his being in the flesh, gradu
L. Drake & Co., in New Brunswick. She the dawn of day. A t daylight through ally &ave way to the fear that he might
Bad Accident in Jay.
was built for a fishing vessel and no pains Canso, ten miles, and anchor in a cove have died years ago in a far off country,
A horrid accident occurred on the ex
were spared to make her stout and near Grave’s island where there was a and that his last resting place would
tension of the Portland & Rumford Falls
strong.
little village. After taking on a supply never be known to his nearest kin.
railroad near Otis Falls in Jay Wednesday
The morning of the above date finds us of wood and water, we sail out of the
“ Joseph,” said Mrs. Parshley, as she Dec. 2, at 8 o’clock in the morning. Eight
with 750 barrels of herring on board; our straits of Canso.
appeared from the pantry with her hands sticks of dynamite accidentally exploded.
hearts light, we weigh our anchor and
The wind is still northeast; just the full of baking pans, “ when is that
An Italian had both legs and head blown
sail for home. We were not alone, for wind we want to run along the rock mortgage due?”
off; two were sen to hospital bodily in
nine other vessels weigh anchors and bound coast of New Brunswick. The
The Squire started as if he had been hit ured. Six Englishmen were thrown down
spread sails with ns on that May morning weather proves fine till the fourth of June, by a club.
by the shock and seriously injured.
new "
be forgotton by the writer. Ten we encountered a gale from the southwest
“ What makes you jump so?” cried his
F ’P y Italians working near were
vessels, homeward bound, sail past Entry off Cape Sable, which lasted twenty-four wife, with an anxious look in her eye.
] thrown and some badly injured.
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JAMES MATHIESON, President.
FREEMAN TIBBETTS, Vice President.
ARTHUR t . OAKES, Secretary,

GEORGE OAKES, Trea«urer.

Don’t leave Rangeley before you visit our store. We oarry a largo stock of
finely mounted Deer, Moose and Caribou heads, Loons; Owls, Game and Trout panels
for dining-room decorations Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with usi
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for Ek A . Buck’s celebrated
sportsmen’s shoes, the best made.

S. L. CROSBY & Co., Artistic Taxidermists,

EgB HERRICK, Collector.
D IR E C T O R S :
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Snowman,
’

Frank Nile,

Aaron Soul e,
E X E C U T IV E

ELM ER S

Alva Sprague,

Melvin D.TIbbettB,

J V I< ^

Charles Haley,

John J. Wilbur.

FOREST CAMPS, LOON LAKE
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“ The object of this Association shall be to protect and aid in the propaga
tion of fish and game; to secure wise and practical legislation on all matters per
taining to the interests of the fish and game in the waters and forests known as
the‘Rangeley Lakes region;’ to secure good reliable guides for sportsmen and
tourists, to regulate a uniform rate of wages for guides belonging to this asso
ciation.
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QUEER COLORED DEER IN MAINE.
T h e N ew Y o r k S u n ’s A n a n ia s M a k e s M o r e

Wonderful Discoveries.

Stories of strange deer come from the
backwoods as the guides arrive and spin
their latest yarns about the hotel fire
place. Until this year the albino or white
deer has been the wonder of the Maine
woods, but albinos are now so common
that every taxidermist has one or more
specimens on show, and the woods con
tain enough to keep up the supply. The
latest addition In coloring is the creamcolored deer. Two such deer have been
killed this year, one a doe, near Katahdin
iron Works, the other a small buck, near
Amherst. These deer were not of the
bucksin variety. They were a pure cream
with now and then a place pearly white
with a tint of salmon.
Another new tint in a deer’s coat was
brought to Ellsworth from Dedham a
week ago. It was a big buck, four years
old or more, and a perfect specimen. In
stead of the rusty gray coat which most
deer have, this one was beautifully dap
pled, making it look like an overgrown
fawn. Several deer with a dark flank and
black lines along the sides of the belly
have been killed this year, and hunters are
busy trying to kill the first black deer.
Three years ago, Game Warden Curtis
saw a large herd of deer on Caucomagormac stream, and among them were two
almost black. Their coats were not glossy
and gave no metallic reflections, but Mr.
Curtis insists they were a dead, dull black,
like the hue on the bottom of a teakettle.
Other men whose reputation is good say
they have seen very dark-colored deer; so
the black deer of Indian tradition may yet
be found.
Deer that have been wounded and re
covered from their injuries are shot pretty
often. Early in October Jerry Dunn, of
Costigan, killed a deer that had lost one
of its forelegs below the knee. The whole
leg was very small, giving the impression
that the hurt had been received when the
animal was young. The other leg was
unusually large aud well .developed and
and was evidently capable of doing double
duty.
Mr. Mitchell, of Shirley, shot a horn
less buck this year that has puzzled the
hunters considerably. The deer weighed
160 pounds, and was plump and well de
veloped. There were no horns on top of
its head, and no velvety sprouts to indic&te that the horns had been delayed. As
deer do not shed their antlers until about
Christmas, some think this specimen is the
forerunner of a new breed of hornless deer.
Late in October a Boston hunter shot a
horned animal on the side of Mt. Katah
din, which he maintained was a female
deer. Old hunters who saw the body said
it was a small female caribou, and laughed

at the Boston man until he was forced to
yield his point. Had it not been for this
the story that an antlered doe had been
found would, no doubt, have gone
abroad.
Stories of deer that have been marked
or mutilated by farmers and hunters are
common. An account of a buck that was
killed near Norcross with a cow hell on
its neck has already appeared in the Sun.
Here is a different story that comes from
Clifton. Four years ago Rob Hall of
Rebel Hill found two newly born fawns
in the back part of a sheep pasture and
took them home, intending to keep them
in captivity. When the fawns were big
enough to eat grass a game warden call
ed upon Hall, telling him he was liable
to a fine of $80 and cost for having the
animals in close time. Hall was mad, and
told tho wardens to go ahead and get out
his warrants. Meanwhile he consulted a
lawyer, who advised him that the warden
was right. Then he went home and tak
ing a half crop from the right ear of each
fawn— which was the mark he claimed for
his sheep— turned them loose in the woods
saying they were his deer, and no one
could legally claim them. Two years ago
One of these deer was killed in Beddington.
It had the half crop mark on the right ear,
where Hall had put it, and the wound had
fully healed. This year Sam McLane of
Lowell killed the other deer. It was a
200-pound buck, with very large antlers.
Early in October Tom Doane of Milford
shot a doe in Great Works meadows that
had an aluminumn tag bearing the num
ber “ 28” wired to its right ear near the
head. As there was no other mark upon
the tag, Doane does not know who the
owner was, though he thinks the deer must
have escaped from some fence preserve,
probably that of Austin Corbin at New
port, N. H.
The Eastern hunters are making a great
deal of talk about the large quantity of
game that was shipped over the Bangor
and Aroostook railroad in October.
From 30 stations on this road there were
shipped 1,029 deer, 79 moose and 57 cari
bou. In October, 1895, the same stations
sent out 669 deer, 53 moose and 87 caribou.
Though the deer in 1896 numbered nearly
twice as many as in 1895, and though
there was a gain of 50 per cent in moose
and caribou, the figures prove nothing
except that there have been a great many
hunters in the woods this year. In fact,
so numerous have been the visitors that
good guides could not be hired by many
parties, and wealthy hunters had to put
up with bad cooks and worse woodsmen
in order to reach the game regions.
Where there are so many hunters, it is
natural that much game mould be killed.
The chances are that this year will prove
the high-water mark for big game in
Maine. The 150 miles of woodland along
the new road is hunted for the first time

SH O O TING .

£ O O N L A K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, is one of the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort of guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage o f a good carriage road
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy
the walk for a part of the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished Open from May 1st to J an.
1st. For terms address, R. S . Y o r k , Rangeley.

R. S. YORK,
this year, and if the hunters do not get
the cream of the shooting it will be their
own fault. The figures also show that
moose and caribou are growing fewer in
proportion to the deer, for 'while the
number of deer killed figures also show
that moose and caribou have gained but 5
per cent. Everybody knows that October
is the best month for moose— in fact the
only open month in which they can be
killed— and when the full record is only 70
for October, the hunters can hardly hope
to exceed last season which was 130 for
the three open months.
The bonds of the treasurer and tbe
collector were accepted at the last meet
ing and several new members w’ere voted
ni.
W. F. Oakes, R. B. Porter, jr., I. D.
Hoar and F. W. Hewey went to Kenne
bago stream Thursday afternoon and re
turned Sunday with two nice deer.
Edwin Taylor shot a fine buck deer
Tuesday of last week.
George W . Plaisted, ( “ Joe Felix” ) of
Shooting and Fishing, a former resident
of Phillips, has this in his late notes: “I
was amused the other day at the remarks
made by several German-Americans, who
made their first visit to the woods of
Maine this fall. To my query as to how
they enjoyed their visit, they said the
camps and their equipments were fine, but
the country was too rough and wild.
They preferred the Adirondack region.”
Several people were casting longing
eyes at two bucks that were brought into
town Friday. One was shot by Loring
Haley and the other by Frank Porter, in
the vicinity of Kennebago farm.
Freeman Tibbeets and Aaron Soule re
turned Wednesday from their hunting
trip in the Cupsuptic region. One deer
was the trophy. Mr. Tibbetts went to
Brockton Thursday with the animal.
Lewis Reed, of Reed’s Mill, shot a large
buck Monday near his home. It weighed
212 lbs. dressed.
W ill Lufkin shot a deer near Lufkin
Pond, Phillips, last week.
Linwood Haley shot a deer Monday,
and his father, George Haley, got one
Tuesday of last week, both in Phillips.

THE
v

HOME
OF
THE
G A M IE S T
TROUT.

Proprietor.
A party of sportsmen arrived at Phil
lips Saturday, they had a bird dog
with them and drove over to the Pease
farm on the Salem road.
The Rangeley Guide’s Association is
receiving a goodly number of subscrip
tions toward paying the expense of run
ning the hatchery.
A Wild Goose Chase.

John McKenney and Geo. H. Moore dis
covered a wild goose on Chick’s intervale,
two miles above Madrid village. It had
been wounded and had lost the use of one
wing.
The two hunters overtook the
goose and John made a grab for it and at
the same instant the goose had a similar
desire to make the acquaintance of his
would-be captor, and he grabbed too.
John did not get tho goose, but the goose
got a] piece of John. A t this point the
dancing teacher waltzed in to aid his
partner and in a second he was dancing a
“ pigeon’s wing,” caused by the pain in
flicted from the goose’s wing for he struck
'hard enough to knock a man down.
The tactics were now changed and a
flank movement executed, and roast goose
has been served in that neighborhood.
It is supposed the goose was wounded
at Sandy River Pond and had followed
down stream in its efforts to reach the
ocean and thus go south.
“ Didn’t Know it was Loaded.”

Our well known friend, Border, who
has sent several communications to other
county papers has accidently, no doubt,
left out one very interesting and newsey
item in his account of the recent silver
wedding at Madrid. One of the guests
brought with him a Colt’s Repeating rifle
and “ Border,” who knows everything
about bears and guns, undertook to ex
plain how the rifle worked to tbe interest
ed company present.
The result was, that as usual the guu
was loaded and went off, sending a bullet
through the top of Mrs. McKinney’s sew
ing machine scattering the dish of svffeetmeats on the top, and lodging in the stud
ding of the partition of an adjoining room;
the room was filled with smoke and
screams, the latter for the guest who was
leaning back in a chair in the adjoining
room but fortunately his chair was behind
the studding in question or we might have
had another case of accidental shooting.
B.

RANGELEY LAKES.
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GETTING READY TO RULE.

The McKinleys select qalot Hotel Depart
ments.
[Special Correspondence of Rangeley L ak es ]

own, of which no one will deny that he is
a vigorous master, is confined to Latin
law phrases and a few German words
picked up in his bachelor, penuchle days
in Buffalo, neither of which would he of
much service to an European traveler.
The Idea cf having a big “ bud” enter
tainment to throw the “ buds” in bunches
at the heads of eligible masculinity has
been abandoned, and every “ bud” is to
bloom upon its own stem, under the
shadow of its parent or parents, unless it
happens to hare relations or friends so
situated as to give it more influential sur
roundings in which to expose it’s young
charms to be criticized or admired as the
case may be. In other words, each of the
social debutants is to have her own “ com
ing out” party, and judging from tbe
cards already out the favorite form is to
be the hated-by-most-men “ tea.”
The State, War and Navy department
building is one of the handsomest in
Washington, both outside and inside, but
it isn’t exactly the place in which one
would expect to see a sooial reception
being held, but that is very near to
what occurred in the State Department
wing one day this week. It was an
impromtu affair, and only lasted a few
minutes. Gen. Fitzhugh Lee and his wife
and daughter were strolling through the
building and it so happened that they
met a number of prominent men in one of
the wide corridors and stopped to chat
awhile. The presence of the Lees be
coming known, the corridor was soon
filled with officials and others anxious to
pay their respects.
f

ABOUT THE SPOON.

The Fork Has Taken Its Place Wherever
Possible.

The spoon is a time honored utensil, but
of late seems to be growing ln disfavor ex
cept in its very proper kingdom of liquids.
Perhaps its aristocratic standing has been
a little injured by the mushroom crop of
inartistic souvenir spoons which ars sup
posed by dealers to be tho great incentive
to travel. To eat with a apoon anything
that can bo eaten with a fork ia distasteful
to those who are sensitive to tho niceties
of life. Besides, It gives an air of inele
gance to one’s table manners, and it is at
the table that one exhibits most uncon
sciously one’s breeding or the lack of It,
says a writer In The Illustrated American.
It is a positive embarrassment to be given
a spoon for eating some dish which one i3
acoustomed to eating with a fork. If spoon
and fork be laid for dessert— the spoon to
be invariably of dessert size— there then is
no opportunity for embarrassment.
While on the subject of spoons let us
plead for small ones for eggs served a la
coque. Waiters at hotels have a reprehen
sible way of bringing one’s eggs broken in
to the bottom of a tall glass or egg cup,
tumbled together in an unappetizing fash
ion, all daintiness and beauty gone. Into
this unattractive substance one is expected
to throw salt, pepper, paprika, butter and
any other condiments and to eat voracious
ly. Contrast this with the perfect oval
form of an unbroken egg, stood upright in
a holder which conceals bub little of its
symmetry, the shell a pale biscuit color and
dull with unglossed freshness. The eater
cracks off delicately the apex of the oval
with a small spoon, bold bowled lest the
sulphur mar its color on the moment. Milk
white and oriole yellow are the contents
thus discovered, which are delicately
sprinkled with salt and pepper and eaten
S c r a t c h i n g a S a lm o n ’s B a ck .
little by little from the natural cup which
A t one of the retaining ponds in Cana holds them. This is the only way to eat a
da where salmon are confined and held soft boiled e s s .— Philadelphia Press.
until their eggs are ripe to be hatched
Modern Weapons Against Savages.
artificially, Mr. Rogers one day put his
In an article entitled ‘ ‘ The Italians In
hand and arm down between the grating Abyssinia” General Cosseron de Villenoisy
into the water to see what the salmon says: “ The battle of Adowa, where Menewould do. A t first they swam as far lek’s troops overthrew well armed Europe
away from his hand as the limits of the an forces, attacking the infantry in hand to
pen would permit, and then curiosity hand fight, and taking entire batteries
without their being able to fire a single
seemed to be aroused and one big salmon round, has disconcerted those who hitherto
swam up to his hand and touched It with insisted that it would be impossible to get
his side. A t the least motion of the hand anywhere near troops equipped With mod
or fingers the fish would dart away only ern arms. This is because firing in actual
to return. Little by little the fish gained warfare and in peace practice has nothing
courage and permitted the hand to rub in common. While in the latter case the
his sides and back, and finally Mr. Rogers target is clearly discernible and the dis
tance readily estimated, in war tho enemy
scratched his back as he would scratch keeps well out of sight, and there will al
the back of a pet dog, and the salmon ways be slight undulations of the ground,
seemed to like it for it did not move away hedges, bushes or may be even herbs or tufts
unless some unusual motion was made by of grass, which more or less obstruct the
another part of the man’s body, and if the viow, and hence the fire is aimed at ran
fish did move away it returned very quick dom and almost invariably too high.
ly to have its back scratched again.— There is always a ‘dangerous zone’ at some
distance, where the bullets fall thickest,
Forest ancl Stream.
and by advancing beyond this the enemy
Here is a pointer for the guides who are can avoid most of the danger. This is
to take trout and salmon to the Sports what happened at Adowa and what will
man’s Exposition next March. They can always be fatal to young, impressionable
secure them now and have a pen in the troops, while tho fire will have its full ef
hatchery and by the time the Exposition fect in the case of calm and experienced—
that is to say old— soldiers. Napoleon’s
opens they will have become tame.
words still remain true that ‘a man Is not
a soldier. ’
L ’Avenir Militaire.

W a s h in g t o n ,
D. C., Dec. 2.— Mr.
McKinley was in Washington this week,
not the President-elect, but his brother
Abner, who looks enough like him to
make things somewhat disagreeable for a
man of quiet habits and tastes, as he is
being continually approached by wouldbe office holders as well as by numerous
would-be "scoopers” In tbe journalistic
field, who imagine that it ought to be
easy for Abner to give them a Cabinet tip
or some other pointer that will raise them
a notch or two in the estimation of an
exacting managing editor. It might be
easy for Abner to do so. but all the same,
he doesn’t. He never was much of a
talker, but if he gets any less talkative
than he is now he will have to carry a
pencil and writing pad around with him
to make known hi3 necessary wants. Mr.
McKinley came to Washington to engage
inauguration quarters for President and
Mrs. McKinley and the little family party
that will accompany them, and in doing
so he broke a long line of precedents by
ignoring the swell hotel, famous 'for it’s
collection of foreign flags and for it’s high
prices, which has sheltered every Presi
dent-elect since Lincoln for at least one
day and night previous to his inaugura
tion, and engaging accommodations at
the hotel in which Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
made their Washington home during every
session of Congress for a period of years.
But the accommodations will not be the
same, although the rooms he then occupied
are included in those Abner engaged.
There are three parlors and sleeping
rooms for a dozen people engaged, and the
hotel management has set aside the
general reception room for the exclusive
use of the party. Abner said the names
of the party could not all be given now,
but he was certain that the party would
include himself, and the elder Mrs. McKin
ley, mother of the President-elect; James
McKinley, a nephew, Miss Grace McKin
ley, a niece, and Miss Barbour, Mrs. Mc
Kinley’s sister.
B y the way, speaking of the McKinley’s,
it is the impression among the old Con
gressional associates of Maj. McKinley
that he must have changed greatly or
that Miss Frances Willard was imposed
on by somebody when she told her W . C.
T . U. associates that after the 4th of
March next, the policy Inaugurated under
the Hayes administration of banishing
wine from the State dinners and other en
tertainments at the White House would
be renewed.
Time only can tell what
President McKinley will be, but lt is cer
tain Ithat Representative McKinley was
not a teetotaler. While he was not a
drinking man in the ordinary sense— he
probably never took a drink in a barroom
P u b lic D r in k in g F o u n t a in , P h illip s .
in his life— he drank wine at many public
dinners he attended. While on this sub
The town will not get their public
ject I am reminded that Mr. and Mrs. drinking fountains this winter. It is
Hayes were so much abused by society, understood that the Company will turn
especially that branch which affiliates on the water when the town locate and
with the diplomatic corps, for banishing erect the fountains. xVnd here is a sug
wine from the White House that they gestion, reorganize the old Gutspielen
never received credit due them lor furnish Dramatic Club and repeat “ Tony the Con
ing other costly refreshments at even the vict.” A better play cannot be selected
official receptions, although that was and all who saw it before are sure to
never done before and has not been done go again and those who didn’t will cer
since by any administration.
tainly attend. It can be staged with less
Since it got out that Mrs. Cleveland trouble than a new play and will bring
Then have an elegant
was brushing up her French by taking a in the dollars.
course of private lessons from a well- public fountain built.
known instructor in that language, the
^ l k of the Clevelands taking an extended
Maine’s Own i s A l w a y s t h e B e s t .
tour of Europe next year has been revived,
Every State has its own K e e le y Institute
Maine s K eeley Institute is in Deering. Every
and, while nobody has been found who train
on the Maine Central and the Portland &
will say that either Mr. or Mrs. Cleveland Rochester Railroads stop at this station (W e s t
Junction). It is the best, the nearest,
has definitely stated their intention to brook
the cheapest and has a K eeley graduate for
make such a trip, the general impression its physician, who understands every pang and
want of the patient. This is the only K eeley
is that they will, if they do, Mrs. Cleve Institute
in New England authorized by Dr.
land’s French, even if it shouldn’t be up Leslie E. K eeley. or the K eeley Co. to do busi
ness in Maine. Look around you and see the
to the highest Parisian standard, will permanent
cures from your own Institute.
come in quite handy, as Mr. Cleveland’s
Ripans Tabules cure dyspepsia.
knowledge of languages, aside from his

O m e n ox R a n g bl k y L a k e s ,
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Tb iha Guide»
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The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated
by R a n g h l x t Lakes last year having proved
oo Bucceaeful, we have decided to oonUnue
she plan and znake It even more intoreotuig
this oeaeon.
As a Btartor we offer a

$36 Fancy Sporting

RIFLE
Made by the Winchester Repeating Anno On.
This will g o to the Guide who brings ua 2a
largest number of new subscriber# to Bu m
ldt Lakbs before January l»t>, ld&r.
But if you -don’t get subscribers enougJt te
capture the rifle, we offer one oi E. T. Hoert
heat 919

H a nd-M ade Fishing ito th
as a

> m lv u n
As a
THIRD PREMIUM

---------

W e offer a handsome collection o f Mrs. H. H.
Dill’s

H a n d-M ad e R angeley F lies.
A N D S T IL L A N O T H ER

— — ■-v

To the one bringing ln the fourth largest list
we will give a

H andsom e F ly B ook.
To the guide not securing any of the aberto
premiums, but [bringing in over 10 new sub
scribers, w e will give a year’s subscription to

Rangeley L akes
Trusting that the abovo will be of interest to
every guide, we remain. •

Yours for booming tho Bangleys*
The Publishers o t R&noxucy t .ah-br

P. 8. Subscription blanks furnished o» ap
plication.

i Caveats, and Trade-Marks obraised and all Pat-]

lent business conducted for f t le o s iu g a

!

►
Cun Orrsca te C p fo o it s ; U. 3. PATkNTerrici'

►snd vrs can socure patent ia Ism tics* than tkew*'
[remote from Washington.
,
t Send modeL drawing er yfcete., with daterfp-'
'tion.
"We ndvise. if patentabU or aot, free *£'
|charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
'■
> A P am p h l e t , ** How to Obtain Pateats,” with;
'cost of seme in the U . S. and foreign eesntrieuj
'sent free.
Addross,

O p p . Pa t e n t O ffice , W/ASHiNOTew. B. <C.

^VtWVVVVVWVVVVVVVVVVV'.->

An Independent Postmaster.

There is one postmaster in Ohio who
does not fear the inspector. Recently an
old maid informed the postmaster general
that there was smoking in the postoffice at
-------, O. She went straight to headquar
ters. The postmaster general notified In 
spector in Charge Salmon to investigate,
•and he did. He found that the postoffice
was in a grocery store. The postmaster was
the storekeeper, and in reply to tho detect
ive said: “ Yes, I smoke and my son
smokes. And let me tell you something.
Smoking is a necessity with me and the
postoffice is not, so the sooner you take
your office ai^ay the better I ’ll like it. ”
The office paid about $5 a year, and no
body else would take it, so the postmaster
was informed that he might smoke all he
wanted to so long as he did not blow it in
people’s faces.— Postal Record.

CAN I OBTAIN A FATi3ffiT? For ?
prompt a n s w e r and an honest opinion, write tv
MUNN «fc CO., who have bed nearly fifty ye»«w
experience in the patent business. Comnmnlje*
tioni strictly confidential. A Handbook of
formation concerning Patent* and how to ob
tain them sent free. A l s o a catalogue-®! mocha#*
leal and scientific books seat free.
. _
Patents taken through Munn A Co. re©*” ]?
special notice in the Scientific Aeierienn, a” 0
thus are brought widely before the public wit®"
largest circulation or any scientific work in 1
world. S 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. S2.50 a year. StOfi®
copies, 2 5 cents. Every number contains ben'*'
tin il plates, in oolors, and photographs o f
bouses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure eontraots. Address
MUNN &CO~jjiw ygilk, 3 « f Bboadway.

Complacency.

Mrs. Bigwad— It must be terribly e m - .
barrassing to be as poor as they ara They j
never give anything to charity.
Mr. Bigwad— But we don’t either.
Mrs. Bigwad— Well, they can’t say th a t1
It is because wo haven’t got it to give.— j
Vanity.

R ip an s T a b u les cure d izzin ess.
R ip a n s T a b u le s cu re headache.
R ip a n s T a b u les cure liv e r trouble6R ip an s T ab u les cu re torpid liver.

RANGELEY LAKES
CHEWING GUM.
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DISCOVERY OF T H E MODERN ARTICLE
. A PURE ACCID ENT.

TOnti x ' 30 Ne w
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Discarded
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5 S H O T S IN MAGAZINE.

a M an W h o M ade M illion s G ot H is Start
by
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B a lla st— Spruce

G um and Shoem akers' W ax the P rede
cessors o f th e M odern Favorites.

“ Well,” said the dealer, “ there are 15
varieties in that show case. Take your
choice. ’ ’
Fifteen different kinds of chewing gum
seemed an elaborate assortment for so
small a store, and the would be purchaser
inquired how many varieties of that con
fection were in the market. He replied
that, being only a srqall dealer in the arti
cle, he did not feel competent to answer,
but added, 1‘ That young man over there
can tell you all about it. ’ ’
A prosperous appearing young man,
with a sample case in his hand, stood at
the opposite counter and without more
questioning said: “ A hundred or more, at
a rough guess. I have samples’ here of 28
brands, and they are exclusive of ‘ scheme’
goods, or prizo gum, of which there are
many brands. ”
This man was a small manufacturer and
general wholesale dealer of gum exclusive
ly. A quarter of a century ago there were
practically but two kinds of chewing gum,
the regularly made spruce gum sold ih the
stores and shoemaker’s wax, which the
boys used to heg or steal. Then the white
paraffin gum—coal oil gum the youngsters
call it—came out and was a ladies’ favorite
from tho start. It was soft and did not
tire jaws like the tough, unyielding spruce.
Besides, it would not dislodge a set of false
teeth, was cleansing and could bo used in
emergencies to cover over black, decayed
spots in the natural teeth. This was fol
lowed by “ taffy tolu” and “ snapping
wax, ’ ’ both of which acted as pioneers for
the trade, inducing by their seductive
sweetness and flavors a far more general
use of tho article by adults.
'“ Following these came tho still more
popular brands of today, which a few years
ago wero used almost universally in great
quantities, and from the manufacture of
which colossal fortunes were harvested al
most ip a season. I was in the business at
its best, and I made a littlo, but I lacked
the experience, the capital and the luck to
make even a fair share of the big money
that some of the gum men got out of it. I
added the word luck because if it ever had
a proper place anywhere it belongs right
there. I ’ll tell you why:
“ The largest eastern manufacturer of
chewing gum got into the business, so I
understand, in this way: He was peddling
small articles, like razors and combs,
among the sailors along the docks, and
one day, with probably hundreds of others,
was idly examining a cargo’ of Mexican
chicle gum that had been brought here as
ballast in the hope that it could be sold
to bookbinders and the makers of leather
tips for bound books. It proved to be
worthless for thoso purposes and was to
have been towed to sea and cast overboard.
This peddler tasted it, found that it would
chew, thought of its adaptability as chew
ing gum, got the whole cargo for shovel
ing it out of tho ship, and today is a mil
lionaire several times over. Wasn’t that
luck?
‘ ‘ The case of the other man, who has
made as many millions and perhaps more
out of the business, was very similar in so
far that a happy thought was the chief
factor of his success. He had, by great
industry and after many years of hard la
bor, succeeded in getting his goods fairly
■well introduced and in moderate demand.
But he lacked a leader. Tho sale of liis
best brands had never even approximated
the phenomenal, as* had some of the best
ones from the east here, and, like all the
other makers, he was always experiment
ing in an effort to produce an article that
should excel all others in merit and popu
lar favor. A t last, just before Christmas,
in 1886, it occurred to him that as pepper
mint candy was a general favorite with
cihldren, why should not a peppermint
flavored chewing gum be so? Ho tried tho
experiment, got a gratuitous advertise
ment as a compliment one of the local pa
pers paid to tho gum upon receipt of a box
fle had sent as a Christmas present, and
in two years had erected a large factory,
quadrupled his working force, and was
from three weeks to three months behind
in Ailing the orders that poured into liis

This is the first box magazine, lever action gun, ever put on, the market. It is light in weight: handsome in form; strong, safe
wift, and sure in action. The best materials, which our large capacity and exprerience have determined, are used in receiver,
action and barrel. The parts are made to gauges by our own interchangeable system—not fitted by hand aud numbered separate
ly. The complete gun has been tested at 60,000 lbs. pressure with a .30 Caliber Government shell and ball, giving velocities of
24 feet per second. The regular velocity required for this cartridge is 2,000 feet. Each gun has been proved in the rough and
finished condition, shot to prove the action, and sighted upon a 200-yard target . As a single loader, it can be shot 25 times per
ninute from the shoulder, with aim; as a repeater, at the rate of two .to three shots per second, with aim. We believe that no
ither gun can offer so many advantages in rapidity of action, high velocity, and excellence of material and workmanship.

Winchester Repeating A rm s Co.,
Conn.
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office. From that time to tho present day
he has employed hundreds of hands.
“ Where does all tho gum go—who chews
it? I don’t know. This man has told me
that when he went, a stranger, to the city
where his success has made him one of its
best known capitalists he had slept on a
pile of straw under a viaduct and had man
ufactured his first chewing gum on a com
mon kitchen table after cooking it in the
teakettle.
“ The man is shrewd, though. I will
tell you an anecdote that illustrates that
fact. This chicle—that is, the basis of all
thfe best gums at this time—was originally
handled almost wholly by three shippers
in small Mexican ports on the gulf. Tho
natives gathered it from wild trees in the
forests of southern Mexico and the Central
American states, and it was cheap. This
man sent an agent to Mexico, ostensibly to
see the manufactured article, but when his
trip was ended it was discovered, to the
everlasting sorrow of most of the rest of
us, that he held signed contracts for tho
next two years’ output of these firms.
Chicle at that time, if I recollect, was sell
ing for 28 cents a pound, but before the
close of the next season the price was
$1.35, and it was difficult to get it at that.
In order to put upon the market the same
large sized piece as wTas then in vogue the
rest of us were compelled to add more
sugar, and as the price advanced to still
adu more sugar, until our output would
almost entirely dissolve in tho mouth, leav
ing only a piece of gum as large as a pea.
Tho result was that his goods became ac
tually far superior to the general run of
gums, and eventually most of tho nev^r
concerns were compelled to quit.
“ A Louisville firm at one time made a
good chicle gum that contained some kind
of an extract o f tobacco, and I looked for a
phenomenal sale of their output, but Uncle
Sam decided that ho was entitled to the
regular revenue tax for manufactured to
bacco upon that article, and that, of course,
made it an unprofitable product at any
price it was possible to obtain for it.
“ It’s a big business, but I ’m afraid it’s
being overdone. ” —New York Times.
Irv in g ’s Face.

The vanity of a popular star is prover
bial, but Henry Irving is a grand excep
tion to the general rule. Whatever ho may
think of his talents, the sin, if it be one,
of personal vanity cannot be laid at his
door. Not long ago he wras supping with
a congenial crowd. He happened to glance
at a mirror opposite and said:
‘ ‘ However I have succeeded in life with
that face is a bigger mystery to me, my
friends, than it can possibly be to any one
else. ”
Russians and Mongols.

“ Political slavery,” writes Prince Peter
Dolgorukow, whose family traces its de
scent from Rurik, in his work, ‘ ‘ La Yerito
sur la Russie,” “ destroyed all feeling of
personal dignity. The Russian rulers
were compelled to go to the horde of tho
Tartar khan in order to receive the investi
ture for their states. Admitted to tho
presence of the khan, they had to remain
on their knees before him. Having left
his tent, they had still to pay an assidious
and obsequious homage to the most influ
ential men of the Mongol horde. If they
incurred the khan’s displeasure, they were
loaded with chains, tortured and killed.
No humiliation was spared to them. When
they had bought their investiture very
dearly, they went hack to render the yoke
of their own subjects more heavy in order
to indemnify themselves hy tyranny and
exactions for the insults they had had to
bear among the horde. The laws were
•altered; the manners became of a harsh
ness and a’ barbarism unknown until then.
From corporal punishment nobody was
exempt, not even those highest in office—
neither the boyars nor even the* members
of the princely houses who hailed from
Rurik. ’ ’—Fortnightly Review.
Those B lea k Shores.

Even in Newfoundland’ s coast line, as
viewed from the ocean, there has always
seemed to us something appallingly forilid
ding and desolate. The last time we saw
it wan from .the deck of a trading steamer,
and fer the whole of a gray December day
its savage headlands and lonely bays fol
lowed one another in dreary and monoto
nous succession fill they faded into the
wintry night. There was no company on
our ship, arid the captain hugged the shore
as close as he dared. We spent the day on
deck with a pair of strong glasses that
would*— orovoukril any living object up
on the melancholy russet hills, as yet un
touched by snow, that swept inland from
tho cruel crags, up which the white surf
was crawling.
Here and there at long intervals was a
tiny hamlet nestling in a cove, which only
seemed to emphasize the desolation reign
ing over so vast an expanse of land and
sea, for the latter was, of course, at this
season of the year almost deserted. We
had just left the bustling coast of New
England. I 11 a short time we should be
amid the busy bum of the Mersey. It
seemed to us, when in the presence of these
barren solitudes, well nigh incredible that
such things could be upon a highway
thronged, as this lias been for 400 years,
by those forces that above all others have
tamed the waste places of the earth. There
is, in truth, as this article has endeavored
to show, no mystery about the matter.
But there is something curiously fascinat
ing in a coast so long a familiar unit in
tho world’s history and yet even now con
taining upon its face such scanty impress
of human life and at its back none what
ever. — Ma cmfllan ’ s Magazine.

A l l independent modern Russian writers
agree in stating that the long Mongol do
minion sadly affected the character of tho
populations throughout tho land. With
the exception of Novgorod and the few
kindred communities in the north tlio
A Million Dollar Tomb.
spirit of freedom had scarcely existed .n
The finest tomb ia Great Britain is un
Russia even before among the mass of tho doubtedly that of the Duke of Hamilton,
people. But the Tartar yoke wrought a
in the grounds of the duke’s seat. It cost
fearful change for the worse,
over $1,000,000.

Velasquez.

Like Rembrandt, Velasquez gradually
worked up to the masterly and summary
handling that distinguishes his later style
through an early period which was charac
terized by great precision and somo hard
ness. Indeed it may be laid down as a
general law in painting—a law to which I
should like to call the attention of my
friends, the impressionists—that the only
way to arrive at a really masterly sketchi
ness is to do a great deal Of preliminary
work in a very precise and careful style.
Even when tho metliqd of Velasquez was
most rapid and summary it never degene
rated into carelessness. Indeed he was one
of the few court painters who have been
able to resist tho deteriorating influences
of his surroundings. Holbffin Whs another,
but they wero no doubt both of them men
of very exceptional character.
These surroundings, however, although
they did not degrade the man, have un
doubtedly endangered liis reputation as a
painter, for tho constant' demand for re
plicas of liis royal portraits necessitated his
setting up a workshop where these replicas
were produced by liis assistants. Although
he never did careless work himself, yet lie
made himself responsible for a great deal
of work that was done by inferior hands.
It is this question of the workshop that
makes it so enormously difficult to be sure
of tbe genuineness of any reputed work c f
the master. For instance, there was late
ly exhibited at the New gallery about 40
pictures assigned to Velasquez, but I think
most good judges will say that not more
than six or seven of them at the outside
aro by liis hand.
That Velasquez, when he liad a good
chance, could manage a portrait group as
well even as the great Dutch painters can
be seen from the magnificent picture of the
surrender of Breda commonly called ‘ ‘ The
Lances, ’ ’ of w hich. there was a poor copy
at the New gallery.— N ineteenth Century.
T he K eyston e State.

Pennsylvania is called the Keystone
State. Two explanations have been given
of this name. According to the first, the
Declaration of Independence was trembling
in the balance, six colonies having voted
for and six against it. The vote of Penn
sylvania was cast in favor of the Declara
tion, and thus a majority was secured.
According to tho other explanation, the
name was purely an accident. When the
Rock Creek bridge was constructed, near
Washington, the stones of the great arch
were inscribed with the names of the
states, and when it was finished the dis
covery was made that the name of Penn
sylvania was on the keystone of the arch,
and thus was applied afterward to the
State.
__________________
A t the Restaurant.

Feeder—What do you think of this
dessert?
Needer—What do you call it?
Feeder— Charlotte russe.
Needer—Well, Charlotte knew her busi
ness when she named it. In all my ex
perience I never encountered a. flimsier
ruse for jnakinga man believe he was hav
ing something to eat.—Richmond Dis
patch.
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L ocal P aragraphs.

Storm doors are beiag put on.
Primary School.
Ed. Hoar will be in his rod shop here
Miss
Pearl
Jenkins, of Temple, has
Great time* for akatiag.
after.
kindly furnished us with the following
All kind* of weather Moaday,
John Russell goes to Phillips to-day report for the Primary school she recent
(Thursday).
Monday night's train was crowded.
ly taught in this village:
Fred Barker was up from Bemis,
The runners hare been numerous this
Those who were not absent a day are,
week.
Moaday night.
Ara Ross, Reed H. Ellis, Inra Hoar,
Edward Hoar has been finishing off his Kate Twombly, Hazel Rowe, Ila Oakes,
Supt. Phillips was ia town over night
Thorae Haines, Fern Soule, Harold Me,
Sfoaday.
house on Allea St.
Card, Carrol Hewey, Erwin Oberton,
C.
T.
Richardson
made
a
trip
to
the
Polo hat been the game on th® ioe dur
Frankie Twombly, Hal Ellis, Sherman P.
ing the week.
Indian Rock, Tuesday.
Hoar, Belle Nile and Erma Oakes.
Nice skating ©a Haley Pond Monday,
A musicals was held at the residence of
Besides being present every day of the
and the skaters improved it.
G. A. Proctor, Tuesday.
term, the following were neither tardy
David Hoar during the first four days
Gene Herrick and Gene Soule are busy nor dismissed:
of last week shod 72 horses.
on thsir camp on Gull Pond.
Fern Soule, Harold McCard, Erwin
They commenced hauling logs across the
Miss Ella Johnston Is stopping with Oberton, Frankie Twombly, Hal Ellis,
Sherman P. Hoar, Belle Nile, Erma
mill pond to the slip Monday.
Mrs. Chas. Barrett this week.
Oakes, Ara Ross, Reed Ellis and Kate
Titus Philbrick dressed a five month old
Mrs. Oscar Ross has gone to Skowhegan
Twombly.
pig that tipped the scales at 215% pounds. to visit her father and brother.
These aro the names of those not tardy
George L. and Herbert Ross, with their
"Will Haines has returned from Student’s for the term, but who were absent one
wives, took Thanksgiving dinner with Island where he has been at work.
or more days:
Charles W. Gile, of Dallas.
Andy Hinkley, Frealon Ogilvie, Harry
Mrs. Jerry Oakes and Mrs. Charles
Ninety-six horses were shod in David Huntoon went to Phillips, Tuesday.
Hinkley, Phil Tibhetts, Sherman J. Hoar,
Hoar’s blacksmith shop last week. FortyGeorge Snowman has finished work at Jasper Hamblin, Amy Hoar, Lena Dill,
five were shod in two days.
Sadie Pickens, Lero Toothaker, Lola
The Birches and has returned to town.
Tibbetts and Howard Porter.
Mrs. William Wilcox has a cactus
Mrs. Cyrus Thomas, of Farmington,
The whole number attending school
among her house plants that is 11 inches
has been visiting her husband for a week.
was fifty-four. The average forty-six
high and 11 inches around it.
Miss Maud Lamb went to Phillips, and six-tenths.
H.
W. JLoomis has slaughtered his
Monday to work for Mrs. Frank Wilbur.
When a school makes a report like
year old pig and he dressed 422 pounds,
George Snowman is working for Fur this, it shows that the scholars are in
clear pig, no additions of heart or liver.
bish, Butler & Oakes on their store terested. They never become interested
In last week’s paper the item regarding
unless they like the teacher. It is hoped
house.
the products of Hon. John R. Toothaker’s
Miss Jenkins will return for the winter
Lyman
Kempton
has
recovered
so
aa
to
farm instead of 800 bushels it should have
/
be able to go to work on Frank Hewey’s term.
been 1750 bushels.
boat.
A petition is in circulation for the re
Sawdust City, (Redington).
Mrs. McCain and her sister, Mrs.
appointment of Geo. M. Esty as deputy
Huntoon,
and
mother,
Mrs
Bridges
sheriff of this town. It is receiving a
Mr. Alonzo Kelley who was employed
have returned from Massachusetts.
large number of sigaera.
by the Redington Lumber Co., at Dead
Dr.
Kittrldge,
of
Farmington,
was
in
Chat. W. Barrett and his crew, is cut
River log track, met with a bad accident.
ting lumber over near Spotted mountain. town a few days this week, doing den He was rolling a log down an embank
It will be used for the purpose of boat tal work.
ment when he stumbled and fell} the log
Mrs. Grose and child, who have been penning him against another log, break
belldlag during the coming season.
Mr. Wm. B. Smith has just taken a in town for some time have returned to ing his leg badly necessitating an amputa
tion. Mr. Kelley is quite well known here
view of the Rangeley Lake House from Stratton.
Charles Barrett and Bert Herrick went and at Phillips. It was his first day’s
the cove eouth of the house, which is by
to Spotted Mountain the first of the week work for the Company.
far the best view of the house yet takes.
Mr. Fon Nicholes, of Lewiston, is in
Will Smith, Melvin Tibbetts and Ernest for cedar.
George Church is very sick at the town. He intends to dress the clapboards
Haley went down to S. G. Haley’s camp
at Sandy Rive* Ponds, Wednesday, for a Mountain View House cottage, threaten that are 9tored is the plaining mill.
few day*. Frank Haley, from Phillips, ed with fever.
C. C. Quimby is on the sick list.
was to meet them there.
Mrs. George Thomas was up from
Mr. Walter Carter, of Levant, Me.,
Thanksgiving Day was rather stormy Farmington and passed Thanksgiving met with a bad accident Monday last.
in the forenoon, but by nfternoon it had with her husband.
He was driving team for the R. L. Co., ia
stopped raining, and many people took [ Miss Ella Johnston, who has been tbe woods sad had skidded up a bad place
advantage of its good sleighing. Take it teaching at the White school-house, in the road, the first time he drove over it
ln all it was a very quiet day here.
he got caught but with the aid of his sled
closed her school last Friday.
A weather prophet of thie State says
Ralph Crowell, clerk of the Berlin tender got clear, but the second time he
a continuation of this weather through Mills Company, arrived in town Tuesday went over he got caught and crushed his
foot badly. Three bones being broken.
the month; numerous snow storms fol night, on his way to Kennbago.
Dr. Palmer came up and attended him.
lowed by rain, but no sleighing. That
George M. Esty went to Redington
S tar .
isn’t the kind we are looking and hoping
and back Tuesday, He drove to Dead
for.
[Left over from last week.]
River Station and made connections
A. P. Whittier, of the Milliken, Tomlin with the log train from there.
Edward Mitchell met with a painful,
son Company of Portland, a well known
A Special town meeting will be held but very peculiar accident on Wednesday
runner was in town this week. Mr. next Wednesday to see if the town will last. He had been out hunting and was
Whittier married a Phillips girl, Miss vote to authorize A . E. Blodgett to returning when he saw some object on the
Lizzie Soule, a sister of our well known
operate a steam engine in his shop on railroad track and raised hla rifle and
Dennis.
fired. The ball struck the rail, and re
Main St._______________________
Last Saturday while Frank Jacobs and
bounded striking Mr. Mitchell in the
Dallas.
Will Lamb were working on the hay barn
shoulder, causing a bad wound. He went
Alfred Brackett is on the gain. to Farmington, Thursday, and Dr. Palmer
of Furbish, Butler & Oakes’, ths bracketts
to the staging gave away and both fell a William Oakes is taking care of him. succeeded In removing the ball.
distance of about 15 feet to the ground. His lot is a hard one, ln less than five
Charley Webber, of Phillips, shot a
Both were carried to their homes. No years he has lost his wife and four large doe at log track 2 recently.
bones were broken, but they got a pretty children. He has the sympathy of his
many friends and neighbors.
Mrs. W . H. Drisko, who wa3 reported
good shaking up.
School finished ia this place two weeks sick last week, was taken 111 again this
News was received here last week of the
ago. Those that were not absent or week. Dr. Palmer was called and at this
death of Fred H. Ballard at Kingfield,
tardy a single day were Gracie Lamb writing she is improving fast.
after an illness of several months. Mr.
and James Nile, Miss Carrie Soule,
P. & R. gravel train has been doing
Ballard, at the opening of the season
teacher.
some good work in the yard here, having
here, officiated as clerk at the Mountain
Fred Lamb is doing quite a good raised some 300 feet of track and graveled
View House, where he was well liked by
business this fall trapping foxes. He has the same.
those with whom he came ln contact.
caught ten in about two weeks and is
During the middle of the summer he was
Mrs. A. L. Matthews, of Phillips, was
still after them.
D. O.
taken with a billious attack and went to
In town recently.
Phillips where he remained for a while
Quimby District.
Miss Maggie Harrison has gone on a
and later went to Kingfield. The disease
Mr. David Haley has taken the job to Visit to Phillips.
took the form of consumption of the haul the logs to the mill to build the
Jack Frost has closed up the pond and
bowels. Thoso who were acquainted with barn that Mr. Hano intends building in
Father Winter has covered the ground in
Mr. Ballard found in him a true friend, the spring, on the Badger place.
w h ite .
S tar.
Mr. James Searles has taken the job to
and willing to do anything to help his
Mrs. Chas. E. Berry, of Phillips, is at
fellow men. The funeral was held Monday cut one hundred and seventy-five cords of
the boarding house for a few days.
at Kingfield.
wood for Capt. B illy Soule.
A lton.

P h illip s Loewis.
Mr. A. S. Pratt, of Phillips, who has
been in Lewiston for a short sime doing
crayon work was at home over Thanksgiv
ing.
Miss Mertie Kinney, who is teaoklag in
Madison, Me., was ia Phillips for a few
day’s vacation at Thaaksgiriag.
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Field passed
Thanksgiving at Mr. Gee. Bamlie’e ia
Avon.
The largest Thanksgiving party yet to
be reported was the gatheriag at Mr. aad
Mrs. Frank Toothaker’*. Twenty-three
sat down to dinner.
Warren Saunders, formerly of Phillips,
who has been in the employ of the Maine
Central for some years, was reeently pro
moted to the day run from Bangor to
Foxcroft. Mr. Saunders, though young,
is classed as one of the most careful
engineers on the road. A comfortable in
crease in pay accompanies his new situa
tion.
E. J. Harnden has moved his family
into the tenement house near the woolen
mill.
A vacant store in the lower village is
very rare, but the Wheeler store is just at
present without a tenant.
C.
M. Davis, formerly of Phillips, is at
work for Chandler & Winship in Lewis
ton. He proposes to go into business
again soon, but is as yet undecided as to
location. It will probably be Lewiston
or Phillips.
Express business would be supposed to
hurry matters somewhat, but arrange
ments are such that with two fast trains
south, the express goes out at 9.30 a. m.
on the freight, and waits at Farmington
till the train leaves for Boston at about
2.30 p. m. Returning, lt gets here about
2.15 p. m.
Under these arrangements
Boston express is 20 hours late, remaining
in Farmington all that time. Registered
mail matter is delayed in the same man
ner, having to be seat on trains having a
mail clerk, and the freight is the only
one.
The contract between the Tillage Cor
poration and the Water Company called
for a storage of water at a stand pipe or
reservoir of 450,000 galens. Mr. Gowing
says there are 500,000 galoes la it. Pro
vided no water came from the pond, in
case of a fire, six streams could he used
for a whole day before it would become
exhausted.

Blue M o u n t a in K e n n e ls .
Bull te rrio rs fro m six w e e k s t o fifte e n m onths
o ld . D o g s and sluts fo r sa le at r e a so n a b le
p ric e s .
S . W A R R E N B A T E S . P ro p .,
Phillips, M e.
f y T h e dog at th e llo o s e lo o k m e g u n t ls
H ou se, th e p ast sum m er, w a s b re d a t th e se
k en n els.
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To Whom it May Coflcern:
IS Is to give notice that I forbid any per
son trusting or harboring any one on my
account, as I shall pay ao bills of such contract
ing.
JOHN HUNTOON.
Rangeley, Me., N ov . 30, ’96.
28,3w

Pictures
ol Sport
With Rod and Gun.
Reproduced in 12 colors from originals painted
expressly for the purpose. They are three
water-colors : Jacksnipe Coming In; Bass Fish
ing at Block Island ; Quail Shooting; and one
oil Vigilant and Valkyrie Y acht R ace. All
are artistic, beautiful and rich in effect. For
frames 14x19 ln. Price of set, $5, postpaid.

A s “ Forest a nd S tre a m ” P r e m i u m .
W e will send the sportsman’s favorite journal
year (price $4) and the
set of four pictures (a $9 value) for $5. Or.
Forest and Stream 6 mo. and choice of tw o of
the pictures for $3. This is a rare offer. Send
10 cents for specimen copy of Forest and
Stream, circular and catalogue of the best
books on outdoor sports.

Forest and Stream, one

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,
P. O. Box 2832, N ew York City.

